
AcclaimIP ANALYST 
delivers tools and insights 
for understanding and 
managing, patents, 
portfolios, and complex 
landscapes. ANALYST 
empowers decision 
makers to act –reduce 
prosecution spend, 
identify acquisitions or 
licensing targets, 
identify new revenue 
opportunities, and 
benchmark against 
competitors. 

ANALYST builds on the 
powerful search 
capabilities in SEARCHER 
with more visualizations, 
data, and analytical tools 
such as comparative and 
competitive analysis, 
technology landscaping, 
and reporting. 

To try AcclaimIP, contact 
your sales representative 
or go to: 

www.acclaimip.com/trial

www.anaqua.com

DATA SHEET

IP Insights with AcclaimIP
AcclaimIP is a patent search and analytics application designed for corporate 
and legal IP leaders looking to improve their strategic capabilities throughout 
the IP lifecycle. At it’s core, Acclaim provides a foundation of quality curated 
patent data, an intuitive user experience, and unmatched performance. The 
tool enables you to research patent data faster to obtain actionable business 
insight that allows businesses and law firms to make better decisions. 
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ACCLAIMIP ANALYST
ANALYST comes with all the features of SEARCHER plus additional capabilities for 
technology landscaping, competitive analysis, reporting and 
data visualization. Include your private data with custom 
rating systems, taxonomies, tag fields, and comment 
fields, in a secured custom search core. ANALYST 
treats your custom data like other data in 
regards to search, sort, and export capabilities, 
combining it with public data for more detailed 
analysis. Indexed in real time, you can track 
progress of projects as they happen. 



Key Features of Analyst

Forward Examiner Rejections 

Fully Searchable File Wrapper Data

New Enhanced User Interface

Matrix Landscapes 

Enhanced Charts & Visualizations 

Snapshot Analytics 

Public PAIR Integration 

Custom Data Integration 

Keyword Highlighting 

Save Searches 

Alerts 

Natural Language Search 

Concept Clustering 

Number (List) Searches 

Calculated Expiration Dates 

Maintenance Date Analysis 

Guessed Assignee Names 

Term Extensions 

Patent Transaction 

Searching Claims Diff Tool 

Patent De-duplication 

Family Expansion 

IDS Exports 
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About AcclaimIP
AcclaimIPTM is an exceptionally fast and powerful search and analysis tool ideally suited to enhance the entire IP process. With 
AcclaimIP, inventors, attorneys, researchers and executives can leverage public patent information to track competitors, write 
stronger applications, and make more informed filing, licensing, and renewal decisions that build a stronger IP position and directly 
monetize your portfolio. 

The AcclaimIP platform includes over 100 million global patent documents updated with 90 thousand new documents weekly 
including supporting data such as legal events, maintenance events, family data, application status, and assignment events.

PATENT SCORE
Patent Scoring is a quantitative approach that rates and ranks each patent by its 
Technical, Citation, and Legal strength. Each metric is normalized from 1 to 100. 
Together these three scores make a composite Patent Score. The scores help identify 
a patent’s quality, utility, and market impact. 

Analytics like the Citation Snapshot 
are dynamic widgets that give you the 
ability to explore the data related to a 
patent’s citation profile in a prepared 
logical way to give you the most 
actionable insight possible. 

VISUALIZATIONS
The graphics package includes dozens of unique charts and visualizations. Dashboards 
are available that show both search results and company assignee details. Adjusting 
chart parameters allows you to tailor them to your specific needs. If you use 
ANAQUA, you can access these as Snapshots AnalyticsTM directly from the system. 

TECHNOLOGY & COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPES
ANALYST includes two automated patent landscape capabilities which map patents 
from two different perspectives – either CPC class-based or natural language 
(keyword/string) based concept analytics. AcclaimIP’s high-speed search engine 
creates and executes up to 40,000 cross-referenced queries in seconds to develop 
these landscapes, which you can further tailor and include custom fields. 

REPORTING
ANALYST users can create beautiful reports that contain all the core analyses for a 
patent owner’s portfolio. Insert your own logo, corporate colors, and footer text into 
the reports to match your corporate branding. 
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